1. Sally is having an apple martini with her parents at a restaurant in celebration of her 21st birthday. It is Saturday.

2. Jared is sitting on a bench in a public park drinking a bottle of beer. Jared is 22 years old.

3. Brian is stumbling down the sidewalk with two friends. Brian's speech is slurred and he smells of alcohol.

4. Sam is at a party at his friend Matt's house drinking beer from a beer bong. Matt's parents are out of town.

5. Brian is 18.
5. Jenny is at the same party at Matt's house throwing up in the bathroom. Jenny smells of alcohol. Jenny is 17.

6. On another weekend, Matt throws another party but his parents are home and do not care about underage drinking. Matt is 17.

7. Celeste is drinking a gin and tonic in a bar. Celeste is 19 but her ID says she is 30 and named Jill.

8. Aaron is Catholic and as part of his religious practice takes communion where he drinks a small amount of wine.

Aaron is 18.